WeMust Survey Guideline
I. Create a New Questionnaire
1. Login to WeMust with your MUST Account. Click “Application" > “Survey".

2. Create your new survey in “Questionnaire Management”, by choosing “New questionnaire”
and start a new questionnaire.

3. Fill in the “Questionnaire Name” and “Help text”. Click “Add question”. You can choose
between “Multiple choice question” and “Short answer question”.

3a. The setting of “New multiple choice question”( “Single selection” is by default.)
Fill in “Question” and “Option”, you can add images and help text to explain those
options. If you active optional box, respondents can ﬁll in that option by themselves.
After saving, you can decide “Required Question” or “Multiple Selection”.

Respondents can
ﬁll in the blanks

3b. The setting of “New short answer question”
Fill in “Question”, “Help text” and “Character limit”. After saving, you can keep
“Required Question” clicked or unclick it.
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4. Publish Settings (Required)：
After writing all the questions, click “Next”. Select the survey target on “Publish type”.
Publish Settings:
Publish Type: Limited Groups
-- To all staﬀ

To Staﬀ

-- To Designated staﬀ
1. Fill in rectangular frame with MUST account,
2. Click “Check”,
3. Fill in all remaining boxes.

WeMust account(ex. abchan), split with “,”

Chan, Da Man

-- To department
Fill in all boxes.

-- To all students

To Students

-- To Designated student(s)
1. Fill in rectangular frame with MUST account,
2. Click “Check”,
3. Fill in all remaining boxes.

Student ID(ex. 1809853A-B011-0123)

-- To Speciﬁed faculty, major or courses
Fill in all boxes.

To Non-MUST

Fill in all boxes.

Publish Type: All Groups
When the status of the questionnaire is “published", the system will automatically
generate the QR/URL of the questionnaire on the questionnaire management page.

*Please pay attention to the Publish Setting, in order to avoid sending
any questionnaires to unrelated people.*
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4b. Fill in the "Questionnaire supervisor(s)": ﬁll in your account

name and your partners’ account (only those who have activated the management function in OA survey).

4c. Fill in “Scheduled publish time” and “Scheduled expiry time”.Click “Save” and “Conﬁrm”，
the system will post the questionnaire at the set release time.

The time when the questionnaire send to the survey target.
The deadline of this questionnaire.

Once the questionnaire is published, it cannot be modiﬁed in any way.

II. Questionnaire Statistics：
1. In the “Questionnaire Statistics", click “View" to see the distribution and collection of
the questionnaire you created (including the name of the questionnaires supervisor(s) you
added).

2. The questionnaire status is “Finished",
· Click “View" and click “Export" (upper right corner), to export the data from the participants to
Excel format.
· Click “Statistics" to export the results in to Excel format.

This guide is compiled by the MUST Library Public Service. If there are
any mistakes, please send feedback via WeMust “Question Feedback".

